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Mathematics:   
Sakshi takes interest in 
Mathematics. She is 
quite focused in all the 
class activities. 
Nowadays she has 
started to really 

concentrate in class and answers correctly when asked a 
question. She took a lot of time to do 2 digit addition sums 
mentally. She has learnt number writing till 1000, 
expanded forms, 3 digit carryover additions sums, story 
sums and subtraction from 2 digits of 1 digit. She is able to 
arrange numbers in ascending and descending order.  

Projects:   
She is always quiet during the class. 
She does not take initiative and only 
answers when she is asked. She has 
learnt how to draw the pictures of 
vegetables. She helped her friends to 
make a chart on vegetables. She took 
time to learn the dialogues for the 
presentation on vegetables and was a 
little nervous during the presentation. 
Her favourite vegetable is pumpkin. 
She has also learnt the names of 
different animals and made a chart on 
animals with her friends. She learnt 
to make clay animals and coloured 
them beautifully. 



English: 
During the class, she sits quietly and carefully listens to the 
stories being told. She responds when didi asks her questions. 
She tries to speak in English. Sakshi learnt English songs easily 
and happily sings them. She faces difficulty in creating stories from her imagination 
and needs guidance. On November 29, her group did a play called, “The Elephant’s 
Crown’’.  She had played the role of a snake. On the Mother’s Birthday, her group 
had performed the play, “Rainbow”. She did the role of rain. 

Hindi:  
Although Sakshi keeps quiet in the class, but 
she is a good student. When didi asks her to 
give answers, she is able to do so. She can 
tell stories in front of all the children and is 
also able to create stories from her 
imagination. Sakshi is a helpful child and 
tries to help her friends. She has learnt the 
vowels of the Hindi alphabets and can easily 
recognise them. She can make sentences 

from the words given by didi. She loves to listen to the stories 
being told in class.  

Art and Craft:   
She does her work quietly and her drawing and colouring is 

very good. She is a good girl who 
behaves properly in the class. She 
completes her work on time and 
readily shows it. 



 

Games:  
She comes to the playground 
on time and participates in all 
the fun games, basic 
yogasanas, running, climbing 
mountains, trekking etc. Her 
favourite game is ice-water.  

Music: 
She likes to 
sing but she 
takes time in 
learning the 
songs. She has 
a soft voice and 
she finds some words difficult to pronounce. 


